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1 - Towards a somatised ideological hooliganism

Throughout his late writings on politics and culture, Pier Paolo Pasolini sketches a desolate history of post-World War II Italian society. He believes that after the economic boom of the fifties, Italy entered an age of devastating consumerism. This corresponded to a ‘loss of reality’, the epitome of which is represented by the cultural crisis of 1968. More specifically, during the late sixties two kinds of “sottocultura” [subculture] openly confronted one another; that of the emerging late-capitalistic bourgeoisie and that of the young people’s protest.​[1]​ Pasolini’s condemnation of the events of 1968 is convoluted but it could be reduced to a single axiom: the cultural élite of the new generation began to live ‘existentially’, by means of a violent anti-oedipal critique of fathers, a series of values that it was not later able to define rationally, in primis those derived from the notion of ‘extremism’. These values remained “senza nome” [without a name] and thus, in the long run, obliged the ’68 generation to adopt the technical language of late-capitalistic human sciences, especially sociology (Saggi sulla politica, 248-249).​[2]​ Despite the fact that the diagnosis of society made by the extremists was substantially correct (Saggi sulla politica, 253), their linguistic vulgarity, which consisted first and foremost of an endless iteration of political commonplaces, was tantamount to joyfully barking and wagging the tail at the new masters (Saggi sulla politica, 437-439). The failed revolution of ’68 contributed to the only really existing revolution, that of the bourgeoisie that transforms all human beings into bourgeois through the new rules of media and consumption (Saggi sulla politica, 255).
	In the midst of such a cultural crisis—that could even be regarded as the end of culture tout-court—and its dissociative effects, Pasolini was initially able to identify the last vestiges of ‘reality’ in the body of the young people of the lower classes. And this was possible inasmuch as the lower classes were still alien to the culture of the ruling class. In other words, “il popolo era ancora quasi completamente in possesso della propria realtà fisica e del modello culturale a cui essa si configurava” (Saggi sulla politica, 261) [the lower classes were still almost completely in possession of their physical reality and the cultural model that took from it its form]. This is the principal motif underlying the films of the so-called Trilogia della vita (1971-74): in them, Pasolini aimed at representing explicitly the corporeality of poor people through its ‘symbol’, that is, the naked body and sex (Saggi sulla politica, 261). In so doing, he intended to provoke three different sections of the public, and this in order to enhance the right to expression and sexual liberalisation (Saggi sulla politica, 599): the conformist petit-bourgeois, who were not provoked in the least; the critics, who foreclosed the political statement about bodies and sex and thus deemed these works to be meaningless; the leftist moralisers, especially the feminist “Vestali”, who were as indignant at what they saw as “le Vestali della tradizione” (Saggi sulla politica, 262) [the Vestals of tradition].
	However, in his subsequent and well-known 1975 essay “Abiura dalla Trilogia della vita”, Pasolini unhesitatingly declares that he has come to hate bodies. The latest Pasolini abjures his earlier work in toto insofar as it asserted the innocence of the proletarian and / or the exotic body. Pasolini now believes that the hedonistic consumerism and sexual promiscuity imposed by the techno-Fascist power of late-capitalism necessarily entails an anthropological genocide which is concomitant with a degeneration of all bodies, independently of their social class and geographical provenance (Saggi sulla politica, 599-603).​[3]​ Pasolini comes to the conclusion that “ora tutto si è rovesciato” (Saggi sulla politica, 600) [now everything is upside-down]. Although he states that he does not regret having shot the Trilogy, Pasolini abjures it, he forsakes the principles that it expressed, or better, realises that they are no longer valid. It is worth quoting his argument in full:

Primo: la lotta progressista per la democratizzazione espressiva e per la liberalizzazione sessuale è stata brutalmente superata e vanificata dalla decisione del potere consumistico di concedere una vasta (quanto falsa) tolleranza. Secondo: anche la ‘realtà’ dei corpi innocenti è stata violata, manipolata, manomessa dal potere consumistico: anzi, tale violenza sui corpi è diventato il dato più macroscopico della nuova epoca umana. (Saggi sulla politica, 600)​[4]​

[First: the progressive fight for expressive democratisation and sexual liberalisation has been brutally overcome and frustrated by the consumerist power’s decision to bestow a wide (and false) tolerance. Second: even the ‘reality’ of innocent bodies has been violated, manipulated and tampered with by the consumerist power: indeed, such a violence against bodies has become the most glaring fact of a new human epoch]

A series of important corollaries are derived from these two theses. Firstly, the tolerance bestowed by the new consumerist power is essentially repressive: no man was ever forced to be as conformist as a consumer insofar as no ruling power has ever had so many possibilities to create human models and to impose them on people by way of media; the new power thus represents a total form of fascism that is nevertheless not as yet embodied by a specific political entity, but rather subsists in a state of anomie (Saggi sulla politica, 263, 314-315). 
	Secondly, the model imposed by the new power in the field of sexuality consists of a moderate sexual freedom “che includa il consumo di tutto il superfluo considerato necessario a una coppia moderna” (Saggi sulla politica, 263) [that includes the consumption of all the surplus that is considered necessary for a modern couple]. Put differently, the injunction to emancipate oneself sexually goes hand in hand with the injunction to consume the economic surplus:​[5]​ the neo-fascist biopolitics of late-capitalism is thus first and foremost a way of controlling political economy.​[6]​ Most leftists (the old intellectuals of the Resistance generation and of the ‘impegno’, the feminists, and the youngsters of the extra-parliamentary groups) are unable to acknowledge that such a change took place thanks to a falsification of their values, which have consequently become counterproductive with respect to their progressivism (Saggi sulla politica, 601). During the years of the fascist regime and the later Clericalism of the fifties, it was necessary to be lay, progressive and utterly rationalistic at all costs in order effectively to resist the ruling power. But this same strategy now runs the risk of playing the game of the new ‘tolerant’ power. For instance, supporting the legalisation of abortion implicitly entails facilitating the ideological imposition of coitum as a means with which to implement a certain political economy. In this context, one of Pasolini’s main targets is Italo Calvino who argued against his decision to oppose the legalisation of abortion and believed he had fallen prey to an irrationalist sentimentalism, “un ottimismo vitalistico fatuo e superficiale” [a superficial vitalistic optimism] that tended to idealise a lost world.​[7]​ 
	Thirdly, the pervasive status quo imposed by the new power works retroactively; as Pasolini puts it: 

Oggi la degenerazione dei corpi e dei sessi ha assunto valore retroattivo. Se coloro che allora erano così e così, hanno potuto diventare ora così e così, vuol dire che lo erano già potenzialmente: quindi anche il loro modo di essere di allora è, dal presente, svalutato. (Saggi sulla politica, 601)

[Today, the degeneration of bodies and sexes has assumed a retroactive value. If those who then were thus have today become this and this, it means that they were already so potentially: thus, even their way of being in the past is devalued by the present]

This is the reason why Calvino’s reproach falls short. The collapse of present culture and the concomitant degeneration of bodies necessarily involve the collapse of past culture and past bodies: Pasolini’s trans-temporal condemnation is at the same time trans-class and trans-geographical, since the proletarian body and the exotic body were considered as an objective survival of the past (Saggi sulla politica, 601). In other words, “il popolo è giunto con un po’ di ritardo alla perdita del proprio corpo” (Saggi sulla politica, 261) [the lower classes achieved the loss of their body with a short delay].
	Fourthly, the principal symptom of the anthropological genocide that caused the demise of popular culture and the degenerative ‘derealisation’ of the body of the lower classes is neurosis. 

Una società tollerante e permissiva è quella dove più frequenti sono le nevrosi, perché essa richiede che vengano per forza sfruttate le possibilità che essa permette, richiede cioè sforzi disperati per non essere da meno in una competitività senza limiti. (Saggi sulla politica, 238) 

[a [kind of] society that is tolerant and permissive is the one in which neuroses are most frequent, insofar as such a society requires that all the possibilities it allows be exploited, that is, it requires a desperate effort so as not to be less than everybody else in a competitiveness without limits]

The possibilities offered by a ‘tolerant’ society are both economic and sexual: hedonistic ideology creates the illusion that unnecessary goods as well as unconstrained sex are easily available and thus must be consumed. The frustration that follows the impossibility of enjoying this surplus causes both unhappiness and violence, especially among the lower classes; young proletarians thus turn into miserable neurotic erotomaniacs (Saggi sulla politica, 263) who live in an aggressive environment in which the mass is criminal (Saggi sulla politica, 688): such an environment is reminiscent of Germany at the dawn of Nazism (Saggi sulla politica, 520). 
	Fifthly, the ethical degeneration of culture is paralleled by a specifically aesthetic degeneration of the body. Neurosis is, by definition, psychosomatic and in the Italy of 1975 ugliness reigns supreme. Besides promoting new psychological traits, the anthropological genocide of popular culture created a real race (Saggi sulla politica, 675): Pasolini baptises this monster “teppismo ideologico ‘somatizzato’” (Saggi sulla politica, 608) [‘somatised’ ideological hooliganism]. For a while, during the years of the boom, late-capitalism deluded us into believing that the conquests of medicine and an improved diet were paving the way for a ‘better’—stronger and taller—human race. But this was just a brief illusion, since it is now clear that the new generation is infinitely weaker, uglier, paler and sicker than all other generations one can remember (Saggi sulla politica, 589). If, in his late political writings, Pasolini seems to filter these descriptions through his subjective perception of the lack of expressiveness of the youngsters’ body—“non hanno nessuna luce negli occhi...i lineamenti sono lineamenti contraffatti di automi…non sanno sorridere o ridere” (Saggi sulla politica, 544) [there’s no light in their eyes…their lineaments are like the forged lineaments of automata…they do not know how to laugh or smile]—some passages of his unfinished novel Petrolio leave no doubt that the physical ugliness of the new generation can also be objectified into specific deformities. Here, he speaks of obesity, bandy legs, being excessively short or lean, having flattened or misshapen noses, having huge mouths and prominent teeth, and so on.​[8]​

2 - Of moustaches, beards, sideburns, fringes, curls, pony tails and other hair

According to Pasolini, the degenerative ugliness of the body of the new generation is epitomised by the youngsters’ hair.

A sottolineare, a correggere, ad accrescere…tutti questi difetti fisici dei fortunati che hanno avuto in dote dalla natura una certa dose di bruttura e ripugnanza, enorme importanza ha il Pelo, sotto forma di baffi, di barbe, di basette, di frange, di boccoli, di code, di altre forme a cui la precedente civiltà non ha dato nome. (Petrolio, 333)

[[Among] all the physical defects of the lucky ones who have been gifted by nature with a certain amount of ugliness and repugnance, the Hair has a great importance, in the guise of moustaches, beards, sideburns, fringes, curls, pony tails, and other guises which earlier civilisations did not have a name for]

In a well-know article of 1973, Pasolini delineates the involution of the political meaning of the so-called ‘capellonismo’. When Pasolini states that long-hair promotes a specific ‘discourse’, this should be understood in the precise structuralist sense of the term:​[9]​ following Althusser and Lacan, a ‘discourse’ designates a social bond founded in language, a symbolic network that regulates intersubjective relations by way of a specific unconscious ideology.​[10]​ Initially, around 1966-67, the exclusively ‘physical’ discourse of long-hair was clearly a leftist discourse and conveyed the following silent message: “I borghesi fanno bene a guardarci con odio e terrore, perché ciò in cui consiste la lunghezza dei nostri capelli li contesta in assoluto. Ma non ci prendano per della gente maleducata e selvaggia: noi siamo ben consapevoli delle nostre responsabilità” [The bourgeois are right when they look at us with hatred and terror, since that in which the length of our hair consists challenges them in an absolute way. But they should not regard us as impolite and savage people: we are well aware of our responsibilities]; as Pasolini specifies, this also meant: “Creiamo un anticorpo…attraverso il rifiuto” (Saggi sulla politica, 272-273, my emphasis) [We create an antibody…by means of refusal]. After the facts of 1968, hair grew longer and started to speak profusely: verbalism became the new ars retorica of revolution—gauchisme is the verbal disease of Marxism, Pasolini says—long-hair kept on making leftist statements but their leftism became increasingly ‘irrationalistic’, their privileging of action over rationalisation subcultural and substantially rightist. Finally, by 1972, the discourse of long-hair turned into a distinctly reactionary discourse; Pasolini recalls a recent visit to Persia:

Ero, questo settembre, nella cittadina di Isfahan, nel cuore della Persia. Paese sottosviluppato, come orrendamente si dice, ma, come altrettanto orrendamente si dice, in pieno decollo…Ed ecco che una sera, camminando per la strada principale, vidi, tra tutti quei ragazzi antichi, bellissimi e pieni dell’antica dignità umana, due esseri mostruosi: non erano proprio dei capelloni, ma i loro capelli erano tagliati all’europea, lunghi di dietro, corti sulla fronte, resi stopposi dal tiraggio, appiccicati artificialmente intorno al viso con due laidi ciuffetti sopra le orecchie. Che cosa dicevano questi loro capelli? Dicevano: ‘Noi non apparteniamo al numero di questi morti di fame, di questi poveracci sottosviluppati, rimasti indietro alle età barbariche! Noi siamo impiegati di banca, studenti, figli di gente arricchita che lavora nelle società petrolifere; conosciamo l’Europa, abbiamo letto. Noi siamo dei borghesi: ed ecco qui i nostri capelli lunghi che testimoniano la nostra modernità internazionale di privilegiati’. (Saggi sulla politica, 275-276)

[This September I was in the small city of Isfahan, in the heart of Persia. Persia is an underdeveloped country, as one horrendously says, but [its economy] is rapidly taking off, as one says in a likewise horrendous way … One night, I was walking through the main street when I saw two monstruous beings among all those ancient, beautiful boys, full of an ancient human dignity: they were not really capelloni, but their hair was cut in a European fashion, long at the back, short at the front, straw-like, artificially stuck around the face, with two filthy tufts over the ears. What was this hair saying? It was saying: ‘We do not belong to this mass of wretched creatures, underdeveloped poor fellows who were left behind in a barbarian age! We are clerks in banks, students, sons of people who grew rich and work in the oil companies; we know Europe, we have read a lot. We are bourgeois: and here is our long hair that bears witness to our international modernity of privileged people’]

In other words, the political involution of ‘capellonismo’ overlaps perfectly with the last phases of the anthropological genocide. More precisely, the trajectory of the discourse of long-hair represents a metaphor of the impasses of the ’68 movement; in the long run, the ‘existential’ revolution served only the reproductive apparatus of ‘tolerant’ late-capitalism, and, as a consequence of this, facilitated the creation of a total cultural model that is now imposed world-wide on all social classes and all pseudo-political orientations. “[Oggi] nessuno mai al mondo potrebbe distinguere dalla presenza fisica un rivoluzionario da un provocatore. Destra e Sinistra si sono fisicamente fuse” (Saggi sulla politica, 275) [[Today] nobody could ever distinguish a revolutionary from a provocateur by way of his physical appearance. The right and the left are fused physically];​[11]​ “Gli uomini sono…tutti uguali uno all’altro secondo un codice interclassista (studente uguale operaio)” (Saggi sulla politica, 323) [people are…exactly the same according to a cross-class code (student equals factory worker)].​[12]​ Everybody has long-hair.
	Pasolini is not the only Leftist or liberal Italian intellectual who, in the late sixties and early seventies, identifies long-hair with a clear symptom of the total homogenization caused by ‘tolerant’ late-capitalism. For instance, one of the ethico-political commandments of Ennio Flaiano’s—admittedly Bartlebian—‘philosophy of refusal’ reads as follows: “Non farti crescere i capelli, perché questo segno esterno ti classifica e la tua azione può essere neutralizzata in base a questo segno” (Diario degli errori, 98-99) [Do not to wear your hair long, because such an external sign would label you, and your action may be neutralised on the basis of such a sign]. Yet the originality of Pasolini’s stance lies in the fact that he closely associates his critique of long-hair with a critique of the—as yet largely unwitting—new habit of quoting from the styles of the haircuts of past decades, or even historical ages:

[C’è] chi ha una testa piena, gonfia…come una perfetta messa in piega o [una] ‘permanente’ delle signore degli Anni Quaranta…Un altro invece, fa, senza volerlo, una citazione di epoche ancora più lontane: gli Anni Venti o i primi Anni Trenta…i capelli gli cadono lisci di qua e di là dalla fronte, ma, lungo la fronte, scorre una lunga e accurata frangetta…Qualcun altro, avendo capelli privi di risorse, se li è lasciati crescere selvaggiamente: ma sono a ciocche, neri neri, scarmigliati: la perfetta testa di una puttana neorealistica degli Anni Cinquanta…Ci sono poi altri che citano uomini, anziché donne: citano cioè dei Grandi del Passato ad essi perfettamente sconosciuti: chi Cristo, chi Cavour, chi un intellettuale reazionario del Settecento, chi un magistrato ritratto da un anonimo pittore neoclassico”. (Petrolio, 334)

[[There are] those who have abundant, swollen hair…perfectly set and similar to the “perm” that was popular with ladies in the forties…Others unintentionally quote even more distant eras: the twenties or early thirties…their hair falls smoothly on both sides of the forehead, while over the forehead there is a small, long and accurate fringe…Still others, whose hair is without resources, have let it grow wild: but it falls in extremely black and dishevelled locks: the exact hair of a neorealist hooker from the fifties…There also those who quote men, rather than women: that is, they quote Great Men of the Past who are completely unknown to them: Christ, Cavour, a reactionary intellectual of the eighteenth century, a judge portrayed by an anonymous neoclassical painter]

Pasolini does not explicitly refer to the notion of ‘postmodernity’, but this is clearly what is at stake, ante litteram, in his argument. In his late writings, he repeatedly insists on the fact that the anthropological genocide inflicted on the new generation, and made flesh by the ugliness of long-hair and other somatic traits, should be conceived as a complete change which stands for the end of the world tout-court, or at least the end of history as we have known it so far (Saggi sulla politica, 575).​[13]​ From the standpoint of political economy, this means that, for the first time in history, the new techno-fascist power of late-capitalism produces a new kind of social relations between the classes that is unchangeable: in other words, these relations exclude, once and for all, any form of social alterity, the possibility of inventing a different set of social relations (or discourse) (Saggi sulla politica, 711-712, 672). The obliteration of the culture of the lower classes is indeed far from overcoming the unfavourable economy of the lower classes: on the contrary, such an obliteration enhances the alienation of the labour of the lower classes—which will now potentially last forever—precisely in that it imposes a hedonistic and ‘tolerant’ cultural model. Insofar as consumerism is cynically intertwined with a false realisation of civil rights for all, class struggle is foreclosed (Saggi sulla politica, 697, 712). A proliferation of different cultural quotations from the past then seems to have the function of masking what is really an eternal repetition of a model (Petrolio, 239), the definitive fixation of the everlasting exploitation of the proletariat.
	According to Pasolini, the anthropological genocide that is concomitant with the irreversible triumph of economic inequalities should also be conceived, literally, as the genocide of the logos of man. He believes that young people are becoming aphasic. ‘Expressive’ language, in primis dialects and jargons which used to be regenerated by continuous inventions (Saggi sulla politica, 512-513),​[14]​ is being replaced by the inexpressive ‘communication’ provided by the body qua ‘sign’ (Saggi sulla politica, 271, 273), which is silent, as the case of long-hair proves. 
	Pasolini’s linguistic considerations of the early seventies are marked by the opposition between expressivity and communication: this should be understood, once again, along the lines of structural linguistics. Expression is eternally changing and implies the possibility of an infinite interpretation insofar as it is the effect of signification produced by the openness of signifiers, the fact that no signifier refers to just one signified; on the contrary, the technical pragmatism of communication relies on the biunivocal relationship between a sign and a referent, which reduces human language to an animal code, and turns faces into ‘masks’. Communication is the language of applied science and business, Pasolini says; it is thus not surprising that the linguistic canon that is in force within factories tends to spread also outside of them insofar as the producers want to establish an absolutely clear business relation with those who consume (Saggi sulla politica, 278). Advertisements on television, whose pragmatic language is by definition physico-mimetic, the language of behaviour that promotes a corporeal model, enact this mediation (Saggi sulla politica, 328-329). 
	We therefore run the risk that all language will soon turn into communicative language (Saggi sulla politica, 322): if this really happened, human language as such would be in danger. By now, youngsters from the lower classes either speak a ‘false’ language imposed by the techno-fascist élites that resembles the language of books, or are affected by aphasia in the clinical sense of the term: “[Sono] incapaci di inventare metafore e movimenti linguistici reali”; “Si mugola, o ci si danno spintoni, o si sghignazza senza sapere dire altro”; “Lancian[o] urli gutturali e interiezioni tutte di carattere osceno” (Saggi sulla politica, 514, 544) [[They are] unable to invent metaphors and real linguistic movements’; ‘They mumble, push each other, or guffaw’; ‘They let out guttural cries and obscene interjections].​[15]​

3 - A new race of men

Petrolio is informed by a number of well-known, but sometimes unexpected, literary sources. The name of Schreber appears right after those of Dostoyevsky, Gogol, Dante and Swift in a list that Pasolini wrote by hand and is now reproduced in the opening pages of the Einaudi posthumous edition of the novel. Judge Daniel Paul Schreber is the author of Memoirs of my Nervous Illness (1903), a vivid autobiographical account of a case of paranoia dominated by the desire to become a woman. The Court Judgement that gave Schreber back his liberty summarises the content of his delusional system in the following way: “He considered himself chosen to redeem the world and to restore to it the lost state of Blessedness. This however he could only do by first being transformed from a man into a woman”.​[16]​ More precisely, Schreber believes that he must become a woman so that a new race of men will proceed from his body through a direct impregnation by God. (In his detailed interpretation of the Memoirs, Freud considered the religious ‘megalomaniacal’ element of Schreber’s delusion to be the result of a paranoid reconciliation with a repressed homosexual fantasy against which the patient struggled in his conscious life.​[17]​)
	Just as Schreber is convinced of the fact that “anybody who sees me standing in front of a mirror with the upper part of my body naked would get the undoubted impression of a female trunk” (Memoirs of My Nervous Illness, 248), so the protagonist of Petrolio, Carlo di Tetis,​[18]​ “guardandosi al grande specchio disadorno…vide cos’era successo a lui. Due grandi seni gli pendevano—non più freschi—nel petto; e nel ventre non c’era niente” (Petrolio, 194) [looking at himself in the large plain mirror…saw what had happened to him. Two large breasts - no longer young - hung from his chest; and in his abdomen there was nothing]. This scene, which Pasolini significantly names “momento basilare del poema” [the basic moment of the poem], is repeated three times in the novel with little variations. Carlo, who is a bourgeois, understands class-struggle only after he turns into a woman and is possessed by the body of countless proletarians. His understanding relies on a twofold axiom: “[Esiste] un legame intimo e supremo tra povertà e corpo” (Petrolio, 187) [[There is] an intimate and supreme link between poverty and the body]; “La forza politica [rivoluzionaria] e quella del corpo [sono] una forza sola” (Petrolio, 192) [Political [revolutionary] force and the force of the body [are] one and the same force].​[19]​
	One could go as far as suggesting that Carlo’s sex is changed so that his own body may engender a new proletarian race following the anthropological genocide and the end of the old world—as a matter of fact, the final part of Petrolio portrays Turin and its surroundings as an apocalyptic wasteland, a boundless rubbish dump. Carlo becomes the woman of the young proletarians whose culture and body are rapidly disappearing due to the new hedonistic ideology epitomised by the emancipatory masculinization (Saggi sulla letteratura, 2070) of the “ragazzette disinibite” [uninhibited young girls]; insofar as the sexual freedom that has suddenly been granted to young girls has not been integrated with other forms of freedom (Saggi sulla politica, 239), insofar as they were given the Civil Rights but nobody has ever taught them how to exercise these rights, their millenary segregation naturally institutes them as the depositary of a petit-bourgeois morality which is today ‘tolerant’ but more rigidly conformist (Saggi sulla letteratura, 2070-2071).
	In other words, class consciousness, and thus class struggle, can be revived only if man becomes a woman, or more precisely, if bourgeois males are being possessed sexually by proletarian males. Furthermore, it is only in this way that the bourgeoisie can understand the nature of the alienation of labour that they inflict on the lower classes. Possession is indistinctly sexual and economic. As Pasolini writes in Petrolio, “l’essere posseduti è ciò che è più lontano dal Male, o meglio, è l’unica esperienza possibile del Bene, come Grazia…d’altra parte è fuori discussione che il Possesso è un Male, anzi, per definizione, è IL Male” (Petrolio, 319) [being possessed is that which is furthest from Evil, or better, it is the only possible experience of the Good as Grace…on the other hand, it is indisputable that Possession is an Evil, or rather, it is, by definition, THE Evil]. By contrast, bourgeois and proletarian women alike, as well as those men who enjoy their company, inevitably tend towards the (sexual) conformism imposed by the tolerant late-capitalistic power.​[20]​ 
	Pasolini’s incredibly convincing analysis of biopolitics risks being overshadowed by a naïve misogyny when he simplistically opposes the ‘obsession’ of the heterosexual couple (Saggi sulla politica, 238), the political coitum of the heterosexual couple of consumers (Saggi sulla politica, 373-375),​[21]​ which should by now be conceived as a social erotomania (Saggi sulla politica, 484), to the alleged resistance to hedonistic ideology offered by (male) homosexual singles.​[22]​ While the ruling power protects the heterosexual couple, even outside of marriage, insofar as the new religion of consumer culture needs the family, the notion of being single is by nature irreconcilable with the demands of consumption, and thus must be replaced by the “uomo massa” [mass-man]. This goes hand in hand, Pasolini adds, with a unheard-of repression of everything that is sexually different (Saggi sulla politica, 304): “La tolleranza del potere in campo sessuale è univoca (e quindi in sostanza più che mai repressiva)” (Saggi sulla politica, 484) [The tolerance of the power in the field of sexuality is univocal (and thus, substantially, more repressive than ever)]. Today, late-capitalistic society discriminates against homosexuality with a violence that is equaled only by that of the Nazis in the concentration camps (Saggi sulla politica, 374).​[23]​ From a different perspective, this means that the heterosexual social erotomania by way of which late-capitalism enacts an anthropological genocide, and which physically causes the degeneration of an entire society, is one thing with the emergence of the wild and aberrant body of the Nazi troops (Saggi sulla politica, 407);​[24]​ here, it is not sufficient to understand the term ‘body’ in a metaphorical sense: an increase of corporeal deformities and the resumption of the myth of the Aryan body are directly proportional phenomena.
Despite the fact that Pasolini’s wider considerations about homosexuality are often illuminating (for instance, following Freud explicitly, he insists on the fact that there is no man—or woman—who is not also an homosexual, and that everyday feelings of hate and fraternity we have for people of our own sex are necessarily homoerotic) (Saggi sulla politica, 486), his neat opposition between heterosexual consumeristic couples and homosexual anti-consumeristic singles has been amply disproved by the evolution of society itself. Today, late-capitalism clearly targets the hedonism of homosexual and heterosexual singles as much as that of heterosexual and homosexual couples; one could even go so far as to suggest that the hedonistic consumerism directly related to the illusory creation of a never-ageing quasi-Nazi body (jogging, massages, body-building, suntan, beauty creams, etc.) especially affects certain strata of the male homosexual population. 
	To remain within the field of late twentieth century Italian literature, radical hedonism, in the guise of promiscuous homosexual sex and the consumption of copious amounts of drugs, is one of the most prominent leitmotifs of Pier Vittorio Tondelli’s early books. Does Tondelli not often portray his hedonistic characters—who belong to the new generation described by the late Pasolini—as being afflicted by a self-professedly destructive ‘obsession’ with living as a couple? “Se siete soli, be’ cazzi vostri io non lo vorrei proprio”; “Sono peggio dell’edera, dove mi attacco muoio”; “Sempre a piangere sulla mia spalla se uno ti dice finocchio. Guarda chi sei per la madonna, che da quando viviamo insieme anch’io ci ho preso paranoie e nevrosi” [If you are always alone, well, it’s your fucking business, I wouldn’t like it’, ‘I am worse than ivy, I die there where I cling to’; ‘You’re always crying on my shoulder when somebody says you’re a faggot. Jesus Christ, look at who you really are, since we’ve started living together I’m getting paranoid and neurotic].​[25]​ And, most noticeably, doesn’t such an erotomaniac hedonism of the homosexual couple badly disguise an underlying fantasy of generating a new race of integrated aryo-‘Walhallan’ supermen? “E Mattia lo vedo in vasca una mattina alto e bello che arriva all’uno e novanta come me e quando lo abbordo mi piace da morire girare con lui che mi fa sentire normale e la gente ci guarda che sembriamo i figli del Walhalla perché uno alto da solo è uno scherzo di natura ma in due è una razza superiore” (Altri libertini, 92) [And one morning I see Mattia in the bath, he is tall and gorgeous, he reaches 1.90 metres like me and once I’ve approached him I like it like hell going around with him, that makes me feel normal, and people look at us as if we were sons of the Walhalla, because a tall man alone is a joke of nature but two are a superior race];​[26]​ “Questa folla nana di Roma che striscia ai nostri piedi, che urla, che stragatta, che romba e pena e sbraita e noi invece che passeggiamo olimpici sull’onda delle nostre serafiche stature”; “Ragazzi bellissimi e altissimi, poiché questa che state leggendo è tutta una storia di gente alta e gente bella…impervi, granitici, sublimi” [This dwarfish crowd of Rome that crawls at our feet, that screams, roars, suffers, yells, while we walk as Olympians on the wave of our seraphic height’; ‘[…] very gorgeous and tall boys, since the story you’re reading is all about tall and gorgeous people…impervious, granitic, sublime’];​[27]​ “Pensa a noi che siamo la razza più bella che c’è” (Altri libertini, 85) [Think about us, we’re the most beautiful race on earth].​[28]​

4 - The impasse of Salò’s “impegno”

In his review of Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma, Italo Calvino unhesitatingly affirms that, in this film, Pasolini provides us with a Sade seen on the side of the victims.​[29]​ Contrary to Calvino, most critics (Gary Indiana, Bill Mousoulis and Serafino Murri among others) remark that Pasolini sides against the victims, or, at least, that he does little to humanise them. In his revealing interview with Bachmann, Pasolini himself openly admits: “I have not shown victims whose side the viewers could be on: in this I am also very true to de Sade…I don’t believe in pity”.​[30]​ Pasolini’s writings of the same years repeatedly return to the question of the ambiguous relationship between the torturer and the victim: as he affirms in Scritti corsari, “non c’è disegno di carnefice che non sia suggerito dallo sguardo della vittima” (Saggi sulla politica, 481) [all of the torturer’s intentions are suggested by the gaze of the victim]. In Petrolio, he even comes to the conclusion that there is a peculiar total passivity in the body of those who are tortured or sentenced to death, an immobile obedience of the body that almost seems to offer itself to the torturer, and thus approve the latter’s actions; in this context, Pasolini controversially refers to the “poveri corpicini degli Ebrei a Dachau o a Mauthausen” (Petrolio, 11-12) [poor tiny bodies of the Jews at Dachau or Mauthausen].
	What does the ‘guilty’ body of the victims of Salò stand for? And, most importantly, what is the relation of these victims to Nazism and the Holocaust? Pasolini openly concedes that he is “not really linking the action in a direct way with the Republic of Salò” (“Pasolini on de Sade”), that his film is not directly related to the Nazi-fascism of the Second World War. Rather, he is referring to the young people of 1975: Salò is a ‘representation’ of what we have been living with in recent years.​[31]​ What have we been living with in recent years? The regimentation imposed by the hedonistic ideology of late-capitalism. Salò is a metaphor for how contemporary sado-capitalistic power imposes sex and consumerism—or better, the consumerism of sex—on young people who do not disdain it, and who thus all turn into little Sades in order to satisfy their hedonistic demands (“Pasolini on de Sade”). In other words, the young victims’ bodies are guilty of enjoying compulsory sex. With regard to the plot of Salò, think especially of how, by the end of the film, some of the young victims enjoy having sex and, for this reason, become informers: this is particularly the case with the lesbian couple (Eva and Antinesca) who report the misdeeds of Ezio the communist and the black servant.​[32]​
	So why does Pasolini need to refer to Nazi-fascism in the first place? Because he believes that the young people of the early seventies underwent an anthropological genocide that is comparable with a Holocaust, and out of which a new army of SS emerged. Thus, the new generation, especially the youngsters of the lower classes, rapidly passed from the role of victim to that of executioner; after they were forced to abandon their cultural values, their frustrated attempt to adapt to petit-bourgeois schemes enhanced their cruelty. This is precisely what happened fifty years earlier with the SS, Pasolini says: any attempt to deny the possibility of a repetition, in a new historical context, of Nazism’s raise to power and of everything that followed from it, any attempt to isolate the uniqueness of the Holocaust, amounts to expressing a form of racism against Germans (Saggi sulla politica, 685-686).

Ecco l’angoscia di un uomo della mia generazione, che ha visto la guerra, i nazisti, le SS, che ne ha subito un trauma mai totalmente vinto. Quando vedo intorno a me i giovani che stanno perdendo gli antichi valori popolari e assorbono i nuovi modelli imposti dal capitalismo, rischiando così una forma di disumanità, una forma di atroce afasia, una brutale assenza di capacità critica, una faziosa passività, ricordo che queste erano appunto le forme tipiche delle SS: e vedo così stendersi sulle nostre città l’ombra orrenda della croce uncinata. (Saggi sulla politica, 516)

[This is the anxiety of a man of my generation, who lived through the war, the Nazis, the SS, and was inflicted with a trauma by those he was never able to overcome completely. When I see around me the youth who is losing the old popular values and absorbing the new models imposed by capitalism, and who thus run the risk of [acquiring] a form of inhumanity, a form of ferocious aphasia, a factious passivity, I then recall that these were indeed the typical forms of the SS. And so I see the shadow of a horrendous swastika cast onto our cities]

A short article in which Pasolini amusedly refers to a conversation he had with Man Ray about Salò can throw further light on what he intended to achieve with his last film and on the impasse that arose from it:

Man Ray è lucido, intelligente, presente. Il suo manierismo è fresco come quarant’anni fa. Non c’è nessuna ragione al mondo per cui egli non possa capire qualcosa. Ma più che una mancanza di comprensione c’era in lui come un buio, un vuoto. Di che si trattava? Io gli avevo detto che avevo ambientato il romanzo di Sade nel 1945 a Salò. Era questo che egli non capiva. Non lo capiva, perché gli sfuggiva il fatto che il 1945 fosse un anno particolarmente significativo (la fine di una guerra: ebbene? Nel 1918 non ne era finita un’altra?), e soprattutto gli sfuggiva il fatto che Salò fosse stata la capitale di una piccola repubblica fascista. Anzi addirittura prendeva Salò per ‘salaud’, con mia completa soddisfazione, del resto. (Saggi sulla letteratura, 2710)

[Man Ray is intelligent, clear-minded. His mannerism is still as fresh as it was forty years ago. There is no reason in the world why he should not be able to understand something. Rather than a lack of understanding, there was in him something like a darkness, a void. What was it all about? I had told him that I had set Sade’s novel in Salò in 1945. This is what he did not understand. He did not understand it, since he was missing the fact that 1945 is a particularly significant year (the end of a war: and then what? Isn’t it the case that another war had been over in 1918?). Above all he was missing the fact that Salò had been the capital of a small fascist republic. He even took Salò for ‘salaud’]

Pasolini amicably reproaches Man Ray for not being able to understand that some years in history are “particularly significant”. Put differently, he believes that Man Ray’s linguistic mix-up between “Salò” and “salaud” is due to his distinctively American ahistoricism. Despite the fact that the 1945 Nazism depicted in the film should be conceived as a metaphor for 1975 Neo-nazism, Pasolini resolutely aims to historicise Sade’s ahistorical fantasies.​[33]​ Both 1945 and 1975 are significant years for him, but 1975 is clearly a more significant year than 1945, since it is, quite bluntly, the year of the end of history. Pasolini thus contradictorily attempts to historicise the end of history, the complete aphasic animalisation of man carried out by the biopolitics of late-capitalistic hedonistic ideology. In so doing, he absolutises the uniqueness of one specific moment in history and commits the very mistake he warns us against when condemning a certain interpretation of the Holocaust. Following Slavoj Žižek’s critique of Foucault and Agamben, one could well suggest that those who consider the notion of ‘biopolitics’ as the culmination of the entirety of Western thought, and the genocides of the twentieth century as a negative-teleological endpoint of the entire history of the West, tacitly accept the preclusion of the very possibility of the emergence of a new political subjectivity.​[34]​
	This impasse seems to show all the difficulties involved in the programmatic statement that Pasolini makes at the end of “Abiura”; Salò had to initiate a re-adaptation of political engagement, a new ‘impegno’ opposed to the late-capitalistic cynical recuperation of the progressive themes of the old Leftist ‘impegno’. Judging from a series of articles of the same period, this new ‘impegno’ needed to formulate, in the fields of art and literature, a constructive notion of communicative language. Reacting against the abusive use of the expressivity of the naked body and innocent sex perpetuated by the new power, Pasolini intended to explore the unexpected possibility of making the language of the technological world expressive. This could be the only way in which the demand of pure communication made by production will somehow be contradicted; it is exclusively on the basis of such a possibility that even the future that now appears to us as fixation and death will be, in a new way, history (Saggi sulla politica, 282-283). 
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